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Abstract: There are many factors influencing when a person with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or another dementia is placed in
a nursing home (NHP). The aims of this study were to determine if introducing home and community-based services (HCBS)
at different stages of disease severity influenced time to NHP in a sample of persons living with AD (n = 1210); examine if
disease pre-progression rate (PPR) influenced time to NHP; and explore the interaction between disease severity at first use of
HCBS and PPR on time to NHP. Findings suggested that earlier introduction of HCBS delayed time to NHP in a univariate
model (p = 0.03), but not when covariates were adjusted (p = 0.39); faster PPR resulted in earlier NHP in both univariate (p <
0.001) and covariate adjusted models (p < 0.01); and earlier introduction of HCBS delayed time to NHP (even when PPR was
taken into consideration). Implications are discussed.
Keywords: Dementia, Alzheimer’s, Nursing Home Placement, Community Services

1. Introduction
An estimated 5.7 million people in the United States of
America (USA) and 50 million people worldwide are living
with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and other age-related
dementias. [1-2] These numbers are expected to rise
dramatically by the year 2050 to 14 million in the USA and
152 million worldwide. [1-2] The financial costs of care for
this population in the USA was approximately $277 billion in
2018; including $186 billion in Medicare and Medicaid
payments. [1] Worldwide, this figure translates to $1 trillion
dollars in 2018; which is expected to rise to $2 trillion dollars
by the year 2030. [2] For one year of nursing home care in
the USA, it costs approximately $89,300 for a person living
with dementia—as compared to $18,720 per year for adult
day health care services. [3]
Many persons with AD have not made sufficient plans
for formal long-term support and plan to rely on family
caregivers in the home. [4] However, their needs may
surpass what their families are able to provide increasing
the likelihood of NHP as compared to older adults who do
not have dementia. [1, 5] Indeed, an estimated 75% of
persons living with dementia over age 80 reside in nursing

homes as compared to only 4% of those who do not have
dementia. [6]
The decision to place a loved one in a nursing home is
determined by a complex array of factors [7-12] related to
the individual with dementia and their family members.
The most consistent risk factors include severity of
cognitive impairment, functional dependencies, behavioral
problems, depression, and sociodemographic indicators
such as lower annual income and Caucasian race/ethnicity.
[7, 13-18] Also, the degree of emotional distress
experienced by family members is a risk factor for
placement. [19, 20]
Of concern, people with dementia who are placed in
nursing homes have high mortality rates, ranging between
25.7% and 29.9%, in the first year after placement. [21-22]
Those with more advanced dementia live on average 173.7
days from time of NHP to death [23] Almost 66% of persons
living with dementia die in nursing homes, compared to just
20% of people dying with cancer and 28% dying from all
other conditions1 even though the preference of most persons
with dementia is to die in their own home. [24]
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Home and Community Based Services (HCBS) are
interventions aimed at helping persons with dementia live
in their home for as long as possible by providing respite
and relief to informal caregivers. [25-27] Broadly defined,
HCBS entails the use of a hired worker to assist with tasks
such as housework, limited medical care, mobility, and/or
companionship to a family caring for a person with
dementia. [26] Out-of-home services, such as adult day
programs, provide therapeutic activities, social activities,
and health monitoring for persons with dementia at an
institution on a daily to weekly basis. [28] Some studies
suggest that introducing HCBS earlier in the course of
dementia may reduce the likelihood of NHP28 such as the
use of paid caregiver services or adult day services [2930].
There is evidence that informal caregivers tend to utilize
HCBS in the later stages of disease progression rather than
earlier in the course of the disease. [26, 31] Some factors
contributing to this trend are a lack of awareness of the
services available, family caregivers’ feeling guilty about
giving up the care of a relative to others, and/ or the cost of
services. [26] Informal caregivers who make use of adult
day services are more likely to utilize other HCBS due to
their awareness of such supports according to some studies.
[30]
In light of previous research on factors influencing time to
NHP in people with AD, we sought to determine if
introducing home and HCBS at different stages of disease
severity influenced time to NHP in a sample of persons living
with AD (n = 1210); examine if disease pre-progression rate
(PPR) influenced time to NHP; and explore the interaction
between disease severity at first use of HCBS and PPR on
time to NHP.

2. Methods
This secondary data analysis was approved by the Baylor
College of Medicine Institutional Review Board.
2.1. Participants
Data was retrieved from a longitudinal database at the
Baylor College of Medicine’s Alzheimer’s Disease and
Memory Disorders Center (BCM ADMDC). Participants
were diagnosed using the National Institute of
Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke
(NCDS) and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related
Disorders Association (ADRDA) criteria. [32] In addition
to neurological, neuropsychological, and other medical
assessments, they received a questionnaire on their use of
HCBS (i. e., companion/sitter in the home, supervision by
housekeeper in the home and adult day health care) and
whether or not they have been placed in a nursing home in
any given year.
The final sample consisted of 1210 participants. In regards
to disease severity, 381 participants were rated as mild (Mage
= 74, 38.6% female), 414 as moderate (Mage = 75, 30.4%
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female), and 356 as severe (Mage = 71 years, 27.3% female).
Detailed demographic information and other relevant data
about the sample are depicted in Table 1.
2.2. Measures
2.2.1. Pre-progression Rate (PPR)
Formula (1) for PPR was developed by Doody, et al. as a
predictor of the rate of cognitive decline over time. [33] It is
calculated as follows:
(1)
The maximum possible Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE)
score is the highest score a participant can achieve. [34]
Baseline MMSE score is the score received by the participant
at initial presentation. Duration of AD is estimated according
to a standardized BCM ADMDC protocol which includes a
series of questions about the duration of specific symptoms,
combined with a review of medical records, an informant
interview, and hypothesis-testing. This method for estimating
disease duration predicts onset of AD to the nearest half-year.
[35] From this score, participants can be categorized as slow
(0-1.9 MMSE points/ year), intermediate (2-4.9 MMSE
points/year), or rapid progressors (5 or more MMSE points/
year) per Doody et. al. [33]
2.2.2. HCBS Use
Use of HCBS was assessed with a questionnaire
distributed prior to the initial visit and then again at each
annual follow-up visit (with a fixed set of options to identify
the services used within the past year). In this study, HCBS
included home-based care (defined as the help of a hired
worker to serve as a companion, homemaker, home-health
aid, or nurse in the patient’s home), and adult day health care
(defined as out-of-home day services such as therapeutic
activities, social activities, and health monitoring).
2.2.3. Severity of AD at First HCBS Use
Severity of AD at first HCBS use was determined by using
an individual’s score on the MMSE at the time HCBS was
first used. Participants were then classified as having mild
(20-30 points), moderate (11-19), or severe AD. [1-10, 34]
2.2.4. Time to NHP
The dependent variable was calculated as time in months
from the physician-estimated onset of disease to the date a
participant moved to a nursing home.
2.2.5. Covariates
Factors used as covariates in this analysis were age, sex,
years of education, functional status (based on Physical SelfMaintenance Scale [PSMS] and Instrumental Activities of
Daily Living [IADL] scores), [36] caregiver age, caregiver
relationship to participant, and level of caregiver stress
(measured by asking caregivers to rate their level of stress in
caring for the person with AD on a 4-point Likert-type scale
(1 = lowest stress; 4 = highest stress). See Table 1.
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Table 1. Key baseline demographic and predictive characteristics by severity at HCBS introduction.

Baseline Variable
Participant age, y, mean*
Participant female*
MMSE*
Mild (20-30)
Moderate (11-19)
Severe (0-10)
IADL, mean*
PSMS, mean*
PPR*(MMSE points/ year)
Slow (0-1.9)
Intermediate (2-4.9)
Rapid (≥ 5)
Duration of symptoms, y, mean*
Caregiver age, y
Caregiver relationship to participant
Spouse
Adult-child
Other
Caregiver stress level, mean
NHP, n, %*

Mild Stage (n = 381)
74
38.60%

Moderate Stage (n = 414)
75
30.40%

Severe Stage (n = 356)
71
27.30%

95.00%
5.00%
0.00%
12.62
6.99

48.30%
51.50%
0.30%
16.17
8.15

30.50%
33.60%
35.90%
18.87
9.36

49.00%
39.20%
11.80%
3.21
63

30.70%
49.50%
31.90%
3.92
62

14.70%
49.20%
36.20%
4.12
61.57

55.00%
31.40%
13.60%
2.71
31 (9.69%)

45.30%
38.80%
16.00%
2.79
48 (12.87%)

49.70%
33.80%
16.60%
2.86
77 (24.29%)

*p < 0.05.

3. Analysis
Demographic and clinical variables were compared based
on the disease stage at which HCBS was first introduced
using chi-squared tests (discrete variables) or ANOVA
(continuous variables). Analysis was conducted using SAS
JMP 11 Pro. [37] A univariate Cox proportional hazards
regression model and log rank test were used to determine
the unadjusted effect of: a) stage of severity at first use of

HCBS; b) PPR; and c) the interaction between severity stage
at first use of HCBS and PPR on time to NHP. Kaplan-Meier
curves were presented to compare time to NHP between
participants who first used HCBS in the mild, moderate, or
severe stages of AD and participants with slow, intermediate,
or rapid PPRs. A multivariate Cox proportional hazards
regression model was used to determine these associations
while controlling for covariates. Results of the analysis are
depicted in Tables 2 and 3; and Figures 1 and 2.

Table 2. Unadjusted effects of disease severity at first use of HCBS, PPR, and their interaction on time to NHP.
Variable
Severity Stage at First use of HCBS
Mild vs. Severe
Moderate vs. Severe
Pre-progression Rate
Intermediate vs. Slow
Rapid vs. Slow
Interaction (Severity at HCBS first use x PPR)
Severe Stage
Intermediate vs. Slow
Rapid vs. Slow
Intermediate vs. Rapid
Moderate Stage
Intermediate vs. Slow
Rapid vs. Slow
Intermediate vs. Rapid
Mild Stage
Intermediate vs. Slow
Rapid vs. Slow
Intermediate vs. Rapid

HR

CI

P
0.03
0.12
0.01
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.21

0.60
0.44

0.32, 1.16
0.23, 0.83

3.04
6.00

1.58, 5.85
2.53, 14.23

1.38
2.31
0.60

0.68, 2.79
0.97, 5.52
0.29, 1.22

0.37
0.06
0.16

4.53
11.80
0.38

1.48, 13.84
3.30, 42.26
0.15, 1.01

0.01
< 0.001
0.05

3.05
7.85
0.39

1.14, 8.18
2.05, 30.04
0.10, 1.47

0.03
0.003
0.17

Table 3. Adjusted effects of disease severity at first use of HCBS, PPR on time to NHP.
Variable
Participant Variables
Stage at first use of HCBS
Mild vs. Severe
Moderate vs. Severe
Mild vs. Moderate

HR

CI

P

1.30
0.66
1.98

0.38, 4.40
0.24, 1.78
0.70, 5.60

0.39
0.68
0.36
0.20
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Variable
Pre-progression Rate
Intermediate vs. Rapid
Intermediate vs. Slow
Rapid vs. Slow
Age
Sex (male vs. female)
Education
Baseline MMSE score
Baseline IADL score
Baseline PSMS score
Caregiver Variables
Age
Relationship to participant
Spouse vs. Adult-Child
Spouse vs. Other
Adult-Child vs. Other
Baseline stress
“Just a Little” vs. “Extreme”
"Moderate” vs. “Extreme”
“Just a Little” vs. “Moderate"

HR

CI

0.49
4.30
8.60
0.95
1.91
0.95
1.11
1.08
1.12

0.17, 1.44
1.53, 11.88
2.04, 36.28
0.90, 1.0
0.78, 4.70
0.85, 1.06
1.02, 1.21
0.98, 1.19
1.0, 1.25

0.98

0.94, 1.02
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P
< 0.01
0.19
0.005
0.003
0.05
0.16
0.38
0.01
0.14
0.05
0.31
0.05

0.05, 0.74
0.09, 1.47
0.55, 6.11
0.56
0.47, 3.53
0.34, 1.87
0.66, 3.98

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for time to NHP by disease severity when HCBS was introduced.

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier illustrating time to NHP by pre-progression rate.
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4. Results
The first aim of this study was to determine if introducing
home and community-based services (HCBS) at different
stages of disease severity influenced time to NHP. Findings
confirmed that starting HCBS earlier in the disease
progression (e. g., at an earlier stage) delayed time to NHP in
the univariate analysis (p = 0.03). However, this association
was not present after adjusting for covariates (p = 0.39). As
expected, the group who first used HCBS in the severe stage
were placed more quickly than those who started using
services in the mild stage (HR for mild vs. severe = 0.60, HR
for moderate vs. severe = 0.44, X2 = 7.19, p = 0.03).
The second aim of the study was to examine the
relationship between PPR and time to NHP. As expected,
participants with slower PPRs were not placed as soon as
participants with faster PPRs (p < 0.001). This finding held
true after adjusting for covariates (p < 0.01). The two largest
effects were from the adjusted intermediate verses slow PPR
(HR = 4.30, p = 0.005) and the adjusted rapid verses slow
PPR (HR = 8.60, p = 0.003). Intermediate versus rapid PPRs
showed a modest and non-statistically significant ratio (HR =
0.49, p = 0.19). Those with a rapid PPR were placed sooner
than those with slow a PPR (HR for intermediate vs. slow =
2.64, HR for rapid vs. slow = 5.47, X2 = 17.41, p = 0.0002).
The third aim of the study was to explore the interaction
between disease severity at first use of HCBS and PPR on
time to NHP. There was a significant association after
adjusting for covariates which suggests that: 1) having a
faster PPR modifies the effect of HCBS use on time to NHP;
and 2) use of HCBS at a milder stage of disease modifies the
effect of disease progression on time to NHP.

5. Discussion
There are several complex methods for predicting time to
NHP involving analysis of electronic medical records aimed
at developing risk assessment metrics. These risk
assessments have shown that faster rates of cognitive decline
may lead to earlier NHP placement. [39] However, these
methods are not readily available to healthcare providers who
are not working for large healthcare systems and are not be
formally trained on their use. Thus, simple and effective
measurement tools are needed to better evaluate the impact
of these services.
The findings of this study suggest that PPR is a simple
measure of cognitive change over time that can be used to
predict time to NHP in the context of other important
covariates (e. g. functional status, caregiver stress, etc.).
Previous research suggests that PPR is also a predictor of
developing a functional disability and mortality rates in
people with AD. [40] It is possible that PPR could be used as
an indicator of risk even when information about other
covariates are not clear.
There is a current emphasis within the healthcare industry
on developing and evaluating HCBS delivery models for

high risk, high need lives including persons living with AD
and related dementias. [41] In these models, healthcare
systems recognize the substantive impact that HCBS can
have on the social determinants of health in these
populations. The emerging partnerships between healthcare
and community-based organizations [42] may strengthen the
efficacy of HCBS to prevent premature NPH. A metric such
as PPR may be applied in risk assessments of these
populations as the industry strives for stronger partnerships
focused on better health, better care, and lower costs. These
alliances may also enrich the support that HCBS can provide
to family caregivers, potentially delaying their opting for
NPH for their loved one.
The results of this study should not be used to determine
the appropriateness of NHP for persons with AD and other
dementias nor does it negate the value of this important
option for persons with AD and their family members. The
decision to seek NHP is a highly complex and individualized
matter that considers many different factors such as support
systems (formal and informal), caregiver stress, living
preferences, finances, and access, among others.
For some, quality of life can be greatly enhanced by NHP.
For instance, persons with AD who need intensive medical or
behavioral management may benefit significantly especially
when staff has received effective person-centered training to
address the challenging behaviors that can accompany AD.
[43] For others, the possible effects of solitary living, such as
apathy and depression, could negatively alter the course of
the disease, making NHP a beneficial alternative to
remaining at home. [44]
The opportunity to participate in a community residential
care setting with peers may allow for the opportunity for
increased social interaction, activities that result in
pleasurable experiences, the opportunity for new
relationships, and other benefits. Additionally, NHP
placement may be a lifeline when stress and fatigue are
experienced by informal caregivers to the extent that both
caregiver and care recipient health and safety is at risk.
There were several limitations to the measures used in this
study. First, the HCBS measure was based on self-report and
may have been influenced by inaccurate recall of the
participants who completed it. Second, participants could
only report whether or not HCBS were used (e. g., yes or no)
versus how much or when services were utilized. Third, there
were a limited number of HCBS listed in the measure which
may not have fully accounted for the range of HCBS that are
available to persons with AD and their family members.
Fourth, the PPR measure could benefit from more rigorous
validation and specification. The denominator for calculating
this measure relies on physician’s estimate of disease
duration. Further assessment of the inter-rater reliability of
the measure would lend more credence to its utility even
though it was highly endorsed by Doody, et al.. [33, 45-46]
Finally, the participants in this study were predominantly
Caucasian and more highly educated than the general
population. Thus, studies using more diverse samples should
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be conducted.
[9]

6. Conclusions
In conclusion, numerous factors must be taken into
consideration for maximal results with any clinical
intervention. The use of HCBS, as a clinical intervention for
preventing premature NHP, is no different than
pharmacological or other psychosocial interventions in this
regard. Therefore, we advocate for research that begins to
develop formulas for clinical pathways for HCBS use that
take into consideration disease severity (e. g. mild, moderate,
severe); rate of disease progression as predicted by PPR (e. g.
slow, intermediate, rapid); specific types of HCBS; and
amount or frequency of HCBS. As such, health care
professionals who serve people with AD and their family
members could craft more nuanced evidence-based treatment
plans. Future studies could investigate HCBS in more depth,
including both an examination of overall time spent in HCBS
and time spent in HCBS per stage of severity (e. g. how
much time is spent in HCBS at mild severity levels as
compared to moderate severity levels) in addition to tracking
changes in the frequency of use.
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